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Abstract—Password is basically a word, or a string of
characters used to gain admittance, or to login to a system or a
network. Passwords are usually tending to be alphanumeric or
based on some graphics, often have considerable drawbacks.
Guessing attacks or shoulder surfing is a well-known threat in
which authentication session is observed or record to guess the
password. With the passage of time, modern technologies and
mobile communications make this world a mobile society and
causes significant threats to authentications. Now it’s very
risky to enter alphanumeric passwords in public places, so
these typical schemes of validations are bethinking as
defenseless against shoulder surfing risk. In this paper, we
have introduced an improved scheme based on alphanumeric
text to defense against shoulder surfing. The scheme based on
random number generation that provide a better choice for the
users. In addition, provision of color scheme strengthens the
proposed password scheme. Moreover, placement of all data in
multi circular randomized wheel pattern make it more secure,
reliable, and usable.
Keywords—alphanumeric, admittance, watchword, hallmark,
graphical passwords, shoulder surfing, security, reliability

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a computer security system human factors are
perceived as the Achilles ‘heel. Human computer interaction
is important in three major areas which are referred by
Patrick, et al. [1]:
1. Security operations, where the condition of not
being threatened make satisfied.
2. Authentication, something which confirms or
validates the authenticity of someone.
3. Developing secure systems, which are protected and
free from attack or danger.
Authentication problem are focused here, usually the user
enter user name and password or some kind of pin code for
authentication. In addition of these two requirements, it’s
common to have some personal details like date of birth etc.
for authentication key information. We are familiar with the
weaknesses of these methods. The need of the hour is to
remember password which is quite difficult for the users.
User like to choose short passwords and familiar ones to
remember easily. They commonly avoid to pick lengthy and

hard to remember passwords. More likely, the user wants
passwords which are suitable to their typing speed and of
reasonable length that they can easily use to enter for
authentication without being grasped by anyone else. People
always try to select a password which is easy to remember
for them. But to their misfortune one can easily guess or
broke that password.
Recently a news article which is related to computer
world is published. In that article it is mentioned that a
network password cracker was tried by a security team at a
huge organization that identifies 80% of passwords within 30
seconds [3]. It is conferred by studies that users can recall
only a few passwords. It’s a common observation that most
of the users are habitual to use the identical password for all
their accounts. [5].
Different methods [3] [7], are used to solve the
complications
with
classic
username-password
authentication. One such technique is Biometric
authentication. Combination of numbers, alphabets and
colors as passwords is used as another reciprocal way on
which we will focus on this project. This project is about
wheel authentication technique use all the mention elements
as its core. Rotation of wheel by pressing buttons either
clockwise or anticlockwise provide login for the user.
Attractive and charming look and feel of color wheel
provides a user capturing interface.
II.

BACKGROUP AND RELATED WORK

The traditional way to access an account is by entering
the required data like account number or username etc. New
research work has led to graphical password techniques. The
alternative way to text base passwords is graphical password
schemes. In those applications that support graphics [2] and
in many of the touch screen products, graphical passwords
are used. Mutually Text-based and picture-based passwords
are extensively used authentication techniques.
Both type of passwords secured a territory in their times.
Punched cards and wild cards had also been in use for login
into systems. Picture based authentication on many of the
systems provide different manners to facilitate users with
security accuracy and reliability. The picture-based
techniques have further two sub classes: one is recognition
based and the other is recall-based graphical technique.
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Recall based graphical techniques are sub divided into two:
Cued and Pure techniques. In recognition-based techniques,
a set of images is displayed to a user and he or she identify
and recognize the images which were selected by him during
the stage of registration, then he or she passes authentication
of images. In recall-based techniques, a user is requested to
reproduce something that was created or chosen by him prior
in the stage of registration.
Dhamija and Perrig [4] suggested hash visualization
based authentication scheme. This scheme is categorized as
graphical authentication technique. A Random picture is
generated in visualization authentication method. Specific
number of images is selected by user from those pictures. A
computer program is used to generate the picture set. Later
on, the user again recognizes those preselected images.

used which makes them nearly indistinguishable and creates
a very packed display. In their second algorithm, the object is
moved by user within a frame until the pass-object on the
frame lines up with the other two pass-objects.
Man, et al. [14] sketched an alternative technique to
avoid shoulder surfing. In his algorithm, the user is requested
to choose a specific number of images as its pass-objects.
Every pass-object has several alternatives and each
alternative is assigned a special code. This diversity adds a
high resistance. During authentication, several scenes
challenge the user. There are number of pass-objects and
decoy-objects in every scene. These decoy-objects are meant
to lure some other person to grab the actual password. The
person intends to enter, have a special code and have to type
in a string according to the pass-object diversities presented
by the screen. In addition to a pin or a code point outs the
comparative position of the pass objects with respect to the
pair of eyes. The statement used was that these kind of
passwords are tough to guess and it’s really hard to crack the
security envelope by such authentication technique even if
the whole login session is recorded because there are no
mouse events which give any clue. However, this kind of

Fig. 1. Random Images used by Dhamija and Perrig [4]

Another graphical based technique which has some
similarity with that of Dhamija and Perrig [4]. Is proposed by
Akula and Devisetty's algorithm [9] their technique is using
Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-l), that generates a 20-byte
output making it different from the technique of Dhamija and
Perrig. The specialty of their technique is that it is more
secure and require less memory. Later, both Akula and
Devisetty proceed with their work to make their technique
more persistent in use. Persistent storage is suggested by the
author for possible further improvement and so their
proposed technique could be deployed on PDA’s, mobile
phones and internet.
Inshall and Kirkpatrick [10] worked on a number of
authentication schemes, such as object recognition, pseudo
word recognition and picture recognition. They conducted a
lot of user studies. Their brilliant work in the field of security
and information field pay a special heed to facilitate the users
with a number of sketched scheme through which user
authentication method become more efficient. A database of
images is provided to users, which are trained to recognize
the selected images in picture recognition techniques.
In the field study of Security and information technology,
shoulder-surfing is meant to be a known threat. A new
graphical password technique is presented by Sobrado and
Birget [11]. In their proposed scheme, first the pass objects
previously selected by the user are displayed along with
many other pass objects. For the authentication criteria, a
user needs to recognize his previously selected pass-objects
and click inside the convex hull made by all the pass objects.
The user’s first priority is that his/her password is hard to
guess by others and should be easy to remember by himself.
IN order to make it difficult to guess the password, Sobrado
and Birget propose a scheme. A total of 1000 objects are

Fig. 2. Sobrado and Birget log shoulder-surfing resistant [11]

technique still requires a high capability of memorizing.
Later Hong, et al. [15] enhanced this approach by allowing
the user to give his own codes to pass-object variants. This
technique was also very hard. It forces the user to remember
pass codes of object variants which causes a sufficient load
on user’s memory. That’s why it contains many drawbacks
of text-based passwords and suffers users from memory
loads. The memory load often makes authentication hard to
grab and hard to recall. Especially in the cases if you want
the immediate login and can’t wait, but these kind of
techniques are good in resisting accidental login.
Another era in the field of computer security was of
Passface. By Real User Corporation, a technique of
“Passface” was developed [16]. In this technique a database
of the human faces was maintained. Among those faces user
selected four human face images. The selected images will
be uses as user’s future password. The user will be presented
with a grid of 3*3 during the phase of login. That grid
contains one of the selected images and all the rest images
will be decoy images. The user recognizes and clicks the
known face. The same procedure will repeat for a number of
stages. On correctly identifying all the preselected images,
user will authenticate
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Fig. 3. (a) The Passfaces authentication system 7 uses a face grid for user
authentication, whereas (b) another technique uses a pencil drawing as
input [16-18]

Ziran Zheng et al. [16] presented a textual scheme based
on strokes. The technique uses the shapes and patterns of
strokes on the screen displays the grid. The scheme included
traditional way to enter the password with the use of input
devices. The technique was proved a high resistant technique
against recording sessions and guessing attacks. Their study
also showed that these types of passwords were used less
frequent by users because they took longer the text
passwords. Davis, et al. [19] investigated the graphical
passwords that were generated using the Passface technique.
He found a number of same patterns among these passwords.
For example, having faces of similar features of people are
chosen by the users. This marks the Passface password
technique to a little bit predictable.
Jansen et al. [21] [22] developed a technique of graphical
passwords for mobile devices. A user chooses a theme (e.g.
cat, sea, etc.) during the entry phase which is a set of
thumbnail photos. A sequence of images is then registered by
him as his password. The user must enter the registered
images in the correct sequence in authentication stage. A
major drawback of this technique is the smaller password
space (in case the thumbnail images are restricted to thirty).
Each thumbnail image is assigned a numerical value;
therefore, a particular numerical password will be produced
by a specific sequence selection. Here a problem arises; the
image sequence length was usually lesser as compared to the
textual password length. To cope with this problem, image
alphabet size was expanded by combining two pictures.
As shown in the studies by Davis [19], the picture
passwords selected by users are often predictable. Most of
the users use their own pictures. It makes the password
predictability even more easier, especially if the attacker is
familiar to the user.
Next, we discuss some important techniques that have
developed to create powerful passwords. Token based
techniques are considered as very simple techniques. . User
is required to enter user name and password in order to get a
token. That obtained token helps to fetch the required
resources, without entering user name and password. The
token will give access to user to a specific resource. This
technique is widely used in smart cards, bank cards and key
cards. Many knowledge based techniques are used by token
based authentication techniques to improve security. For
example, Bank ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) cards are
commonly used along with a PIN number.
Takada and Koike [23] discussed the idea of same single
graphical password for mobile devices. The main idea
behind the technique is that users were allowed to use their
preferred image for authentication [23]. Users must first

Fig. 4.A graphical password scheme [21]

register their preferred passport photos with the server. In the
authentication phase, the verification requires several cycles.
In each round there are several false images from which the
user has to select the passport photo or choose nothing if
there is no passport photo. If all exams are passed, the
program authorizes a user. Allowing users to save their own
pictures makes it easier for them to remember their password
pictures. A notification mechanism is implemented to notify
users when new images are recorded. The reason is to
prevent unauthorized image capture. This is not a better
method of authentication over text-based passwords.
Biometrics is the measurement and recording of the
physical characteristics and distinctive of a person for use in
afterwards personal identification. In this technique, such as
traces of finger tips, facial traits recognition is still not highly
adopted. This approach has been proved as expensive,
unreliable and slow. Yet, a biometric authentication scheme
provides a maximum level of security. Knowledge based
technique is based on recalling. A user is presented with a
prearranged collection of pictures from he/she have to select
the images. In authentication stage he/she have to recall the
image. So knowledge based techniques are meant to
recognize and identified preselected images. In these
techniques users will asked to create or identified something
he/she already selected in registration phase. Jensen et al.
worked on proposing a techniques based on pictures for
mobile, PDA’s. User was demanded to choose a theme from
the grid of 5*6 matrix of images. Images was of size 40*40
and each image was displayed in thumbnail size.
To create a password user has to choose the pictures in an
order or a sequence. For authentication, user was required to
touch his/her preselected images in the same sequence by a
stylus. As the grid of images always contain 30 images so the
password space of this technique is small. A number
appointed for per image and a predefined order of selection
will yield a numerical password. Sometimes the textual
password was longer than Jensen’s technique passwords.
[20]. so to overcome this issue a single click allows to
choose two images at once. But this leads to difficulty and
complexity for the user. In Image Pass Technique, during
registration user is provided with a rectangular array (grid) of
30 images. The user has to choose images as his/her
password. During logon phase, the grid of 4*3 means 12
images matrix is presented to user. There are some real and
other decoy images in the presented grid. For authentication
103

TABLE 1THE ATTACKS PERUSE IN RECOGNITION-BASED
TECHNIQUES [31]
Recognition
Based Algorithm

Fig. 5. Memorable complex secrets (a)Basketball and backboard, (b)
Persian Name [23].

Resistance

Non-Resistance

Pass Face

Brute Force, Guessing,
Shoulder Surfing

Dictionary, Social
Engineering

Dejavu

Brute Force, Guessing,
Shoulder Surfing

Triangle

Brute Force, Guessing,

Dictionary, Social
Engineering
Dictionary, Shoulder
Surging Social
Engineering

TABLE 2 ATTACK RESISTANCE IN PURE RECALL-BASED
TECHNIQUES [31]
Pure RecallBased Algorithm

Fig. 6. Secrets created by participants claiming to be bad [23]

use have to pick the real images from the grid in right
sequence [26]. The image location will change with time in
every logon session. It is not strongly defensive to shoulder
surfing as grid is only of size 4 x 3 and guessing attack can
be also possible to occur, also the password images are
stationary. So those can be easily seen, easily guess by
striker. In Color Login technique, login time is decrease by
the background color. Many colors are used to state conflict
for the imposers, but easy to use for validate users. It is a
nice technique to resist shoulder surfing attack, but the
password space is less than text-based password and less
password space leads to the risk probability.
With Recall Based Techniques, the person who is the
user of the system must recall (re-create) whatever they have
already created or selected during their recording session
during the login phase. In the Pass Doodle technique, the
main idea is based on the doodle coating. The user usually
draws a picture with a pen on a sensitive screen. Users can
easily remember the password they have drawn as a text
password. The main drawback of the technique is observed
as users sometimes forget the order in which they draw a
doodle. The Draw-A-Secret (DAS) technique allows the user
to draw an image on a 2D G x G array. This array can invoke
a grid in such systems, and each cell in the array is
considered a coordinate of an array denoted by a unique cell
address versus coordinate values such as (x, y). The values of
the touch grids are saved in the order of the drawing. To
validate, the user must redraw the same pattern by touching
the same coordinates on a grid. The length of the password
does not make a short limit; the user can draw the password
as long as he wants. The password space is much better than
the text password [23]. Users can forget their stroke order, so
sometimes it is easier to remember the text password than the
DAS password.

Resistance

Non-Resistance

Blonder

Brute Force, Guessing,
Shoulder Surfing

Dictionary, Spyware,
Social Engineering

Passpoint

Brute Force, Guessing,
Shoulder Surfing

Dictionary, Spyware,
Social Engineering

Background DAS

Guessing,

Brute Force

TABLE 3 ATTACK RESISTANCE IN CUED RECALL-BASED
TECHNIQUES [31]

Cued Recall-Based
Algorithm

Resistance

Non-Resistance

Passdoodle

Dictionary

Brute Force

DAS

Dictionary, Guessing,
Shoulder Surfing

Brute Force,
Spyware, Social
Engineering

Signature technique was smart because it was all about
drawing signature with mouse and it’s difficult to make a
replica of signature. They are difficult to fake, but it is a bit
difficult for everyone to use mouse as a writing device. Most
of the people usually do not have drawing or sketching skills
and they do not prefer to make a password that includes any
kind of sketching or drawing and make them insist to draw
any pattern. Another problem is, there is usually less training
for writing with mouse. So it’s hard to draw the same
signature with same parameters as was in registration phase.
One solution to this is to use pen like input device [24, 28].
But the disadvantages of adding new hardware is that they
are not very common and also proves as expensive idea.
Cued Recall Techniques for authentication, the user is
provided with a hint to retrieve a password that was recorded
during the registration phase. These techniques provide
advice for the user to remember the password and are
therefore simpler than the techniques that are based on a
callback only. Some examples are given in Table 3. Blonder
originally described graphical passwords. In the Blonder
technique, the user is presented with a predetermined image
with predetermined detection areas [30]. When registering,
the user must click on these take regions in a specific order
in order to generate the password.
For authentication, the user must click on the
approximate areas of these tap areas in the predefined order.
The picture can help the user remember the password so that
this pattern is marked as more appropriate than the text
password. The disadvantage is a memorable password area.
Due to the given grip areas, the user cannot click on the
104

desired location. The background of the picture is also very
simple.

write well. It has also an increased complexity level as
compared to DAS as it allows users to add more components
to pattern they draw with a less cognitive load.
Start

Open Registration
Menu

Open Registration
Form

Complete
Registration Form

Check Necessary
Field Completion

Show Completed
Field Messages

False
Show Form Not
Completed

Send User Record
To Database

Add User Record To
Database

Show Successful
Registration

End

Fig. 8. Flow Diagram of Registration Process

To overcome the limitations of Blonder technique, pass
points technique was proposed. In the technique user was
helped by any natural photo or painting to remember his/her
click. Here no need of predefined click points like Blonder
technique. User can click on any of the place of picture to
create his/her password in the registration phase [31]. The
tolerance in every chosen point of click is calculated. The
user has to click in correct tolerance to select his/her
password clicks in correct sequence while authentication
phase. In this, passwords can easily create but user have to
face difficulty in recalling such passwords more than textual
passwords. Also time for login is also longer than to login
with textual passwords.
Another significant graphical password scheme is
Background Draw a secret (BDAS). It is an innovative
graphical password scheme. BDAS is the extension of Draw
a Secret (DAS) scheme that was developed by researchers
from New York University, AT&T Labs and Bell Labs. Its
security and usability is much more enhanced as compared to
that of DAS. In BDAS, a user draws a free-form drawing on
a grid that has a background image chosen by him. This freeform drawing is then considered as his password. The users
of this new system insist to draw any pattern. Maximum
number of testers thought them easy to remember. Image at
the background is main feature to success of this technique.
It helps users in making their pattern or sketch passwords
less predictable and more difficult and artistic. Users are also
aided to re-produce them at the precise positions on the
drawing grid. Another advantage of BDAS is its ease for
people suffering from dyslexia or those who can't read or

Fig. 9. Login Form
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III.

PURPOSE

Wheel authentication method is meant to provide an
efficient and user friendly interface for login purposes, to
establish an easy and quick graphical password through
registration. This is about achieving Security for
authentication and validation of systems in an efficient way
to avoid shoulder surfing. Shoulder surfing is a known risk
for security events and a permanent threat for key
information needs to be hide from unauthorized persons.
Main objective is about achieving safe and efficient
confirmation with resistance against being grab by a surfer to
a nice extent. The strength about this technique is generating
random numbers each time the authentication session
undergoes, no external keyboard, dependency on active and
decoy color codes, with reliability, accuracy and usability of
the data provided by user. The key advantage of graphical
passwords over text-based passwords is that people are better
at memorizing them. The wheel authentication technique is
also meant to give a criterion to login with such memorizing
passwords.
IV.

METHODS

The main strategy is to develop the usability and security
elements of the new technique name as Wheel
Authentication Graphical Passwords. It is rather significant
to outline the entire plan in order to make sure that the
progress of project will not deviate from its core objective
and the result can be achieved in an anticipated way.
Prototyping will be applied; an initial prototype will be
created that will be then gradually shifted to the final
prototype. Prototype testing is required to check the usability
and security features. The security testing will be done by
calculating the “password entropy” and by “observation”.
Two sessions/phases are implicated by the forth put scheme:
1. The registration phase
2. The login phase
The alphabet used in the presented wheel authentication
system contains 16 characters, including 8 lower case
alphabets from a to h, and 8 Upper caps from A to H, in
addition to symbol set (@, #, $, %,!, *, ?, +) & 8 numbers
from 0-7.The phases can be described as in the following:
Registration: User will set text password K of length L.
Eight (8) color s will be given by the system and one color
will be choosing as his pass color. After selecting one color
as user active color, all the remaining seven color will act as
decoy color s. System will immediately show the color code
to the user with respect to selection criteria in the form of a
popup message. User will then give his user key in the form
of numbers and set his/her password. The system will store
the text password in the user entries password table. For
registration, User key and Password will be given to the
system manually while the color code will be automatically
generated by selecting one of the radio button of his/her
desired color and click on the Selected button.
A. Workflow of Registration Scenario
The user is first intent to be on the registration page
having essential elements to fill them up. Following is the
Flow diagram of Registration process for registering
password to login. It is must to fill up all the required fields
to register the password. Afterwards, a completion message

will be displayed and the data of the user will be saved in the
database. Following is the Flow diagram of Registration
process for registering password for login.
a) Login
The user demands to login the system by providing the
system with User key. If User key is registered, the system
shows the wheel authentication session form containing a
colored circle composed of 3 circles of different radii and 8
equally distant sectors. The color codes of the arcs of the 8
sectors are different from each other. On the bases of User
key provided by user, the color code with respect to that key
will active for the current session. Each sector is identified
by that code of its arc label, e.g., the Green sector is the
sector of green code denotes with “G”. Initially, 24
characters are placed averagely, arbitrarily and randomly
among these sectors. All the displayed color codes can be
simultaneously rotated either in clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction. When user will click the “clockwise” button once,
the adjacent color sector’s codes will move in the clockwise
direction or by clicking the “anti-clockwise” button, the
adjacent color sector’s codes will rotate in the anti-clockwise
direction. Any of the character can be selected if it’s laying
in the scope of user color code.
As the Wheel contains three circles of different radii, and
each of them is further divided into 8 equal sectors, and each
sector contain a character. Outermost circle’s characters can
be selected by button “Outer orbit”, and the characters within
circle just inside the outermost circle can be selected by
button “Inner orbit”. Innermost circle contains a set of 8
symbols that can be selected by button “Symbol”. Another
button “UpperCaps” works just like the functionality of
“Caps Lock” button. Once a user writes down all his/her
password characters by rotating and selecting the wheel
characters, he/she can click on login button to authenticate
his/her session. There exists a key, unless the user not
remember his/her color code, he/she will not be able to login.
Rotation of wheel either clockwise or anticlockwise give the
user to pick his/her password character either it’s a number,
an alphabet or a symbol. There are no restrictions over
rotation of wheel. User can rotate the wheel in his/her desired
direction.
As the wheel authentication does not involve keyboard to
enter the password, so the onscreen buttons are the key
entities for this job.
B. Workflow of Entering Password Scenario
The first form that appears will ask the user to enter its
user key. If the authentication is valid the wheel
authentication form will appear next, otherwise valid user
key have to be enter. On validation, the databases will be
searched for the color code, if the user is already registered
with entered user key than the color code for the respected
user key will be activated. User can now enter his/her
password by rotation of wheel either clockwise or anti
clockwise and by using selection buttons. If color code is not
activated for the entered user key, error will occur. The only
way to access is to enter the registered user key and
password correctly. Figure 10 shows the Flow diagram of
entering password through wheel Authentication.
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Start

Enter Account Number

False
Validation

True

Wheel Authentication
Form

Color Code
Activation

False

Registration

True

Yes

Enter Password

Registration Form

Login through rotation
of wheel either
clockwise or
False
anti clockwise

Validation

True

No

Registed

True

Account Information
Form

False

End

Fig. 10. Flow diagram of entering password through wheel Authentication

V.

RESULTS

A. Result Analysis
Wheel authentication system will provide a number of
password combination a user can make. The system
proposed the security and the usability will be as follows:
a) Password Space
Suppose that the length password is L, i.e. 1 < L < 8 so
now there are 8*24L password available for use.
So, the password space of the presented scheme is:
Total password space=
b) Resistance to accidental login
The probability of entering password is 8/24, i.e., 1/3, so
the probability of accidental login is, (1/3)L.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we've examined some work related to
graphical password techniques. We had also proposed a
system that uses a multi-circular wheels having colorbased graphical text-based password that is helpful in
reducing shoulder surfing attacks. With this authentication
method, the user can log into the system without having to
worry about shoulder navigation and can enter the

password without using the physical keyboard. This
method uses both a text password (number, upper and
lower alphabets and some special characters) and a colorbased graphical password. Placement of all data in
multiple circles and continuously changing of position of
all text on each click make this scheme more secure and
reliable. The user can log into the system quickly, easily
and efficiently. In future, more options to make password
complex or enhance difficulty level will be incorporated.
We can do this by swapping the position of different
circles with one another (inner and outer bound).
Moreover, a greater number of alphabets, number and
special characters can be added to enhance the usability. In
current prototype, color alphabets and other data could
affect the performance if user have color blindness. So, for
such user, shaded or patterned colored could be adopted in
future work.
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